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10 Lessons Learned From a Climate Leadership Workshop(s)



The climate education model, demonstrated in our

2012-2019 climate institutes, creates effective climate messaging

that resonates with audiences and promotes action

It provides the structure for how we teach about climate change and organize climate change 
learning progression in our Institutes



Project Partners

Additional support 
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Project Location 

In the heart of the Lake Superior Chippewa (Ojibwe) Indian Country.  This region includes the 
11 Ojibwe Tribes living within the “Ceded Territory” of Wisconsin, Minnesota, and Michigan

The climate awareness strategies used are applicable to all cultures & locations…. including yours!



Build climate literacy though qualitative and quantitative 
evidence and experiences (the set up)….

…. for ACTION by developing confidence and leadership capacity 
(the spike) 

Our Goal



Use an Interpretive Frame 
Revelation of 

Deeper meanings

Relationships

Connections

Action

Instead of Translation 

of Facts

aka “Tech Transfer”

Interpretation includes all of these elements: 

1.  Use an Interpretative Framework for teaching and 

communicating about climate change

Lessons Learned 



Relate
All content must relate to a person’s experiences, values 

Reveal
Revelation of information 

rather than just “tech transfer”

Tell the “Whole”
Integrating qualitative and quantitative evidence

Provoke
Call for action—The Big So What!



2.  Start with Place-based Evidence of change-qualitative evidence we 

can observe within our culture & community 

What changes have you observed?

“…local, place-based evidence of climate change gained through 
experiential learning is as, or more effective than, simply 

studying analytical climate change data to increasing climate 
change literacy.” 

“The Psychology of Climate Change Communication”,  Columbia University 2009

More extreme 
storm events

Decreased ice cover 

Phenological changes 

Species & habitats change 



Why?

The Lake Superior Ojibwe have relied on the sustainability of
plant and animal species for generations to support subsistence, cultural, 

and spiritual practices or “lifeways”……

3.  Weave in Traditional Ecological Knowledge (TEK)



Finnis, J., Sarkar, A., Stoddart, M. 2015. Bridging science and community knowledge? The complicating 

role of natural variability in perceptions of climate change. Global Environmental Change 32: 1-10.

……..Indigenous knowledge of natural systems, and indigenous languages, provide long term 
place-based indicators of climate change beyond weather variability. 

TEK can provide us with a “baseline” for evaluating place-based evidence 
we are observing in all communities 

Challenges with Place-Based Evidence

“Survey results confirm that residents perceive regional 
climate change, it is not clear whether (they) can 
distinguish (weather) variability from climate change”



Great Lakes Indian Fish and Wildlife Commission’s

“Climate Change Vulnerability Assessment”

Sources of Traditional Ecological Knowledge

Language     Knowledge Keepers       Elders



4. Integrate quantitative scientific ecological knowledge (SEK)

Use the A1B climate scenario (middle of the road) for climate projections

Use mid-century climate projections to 2055

Use map formats to visualize historic and projected climate change 

Use peer reviewed sources 
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By revealing how climate change is affecting the 
sustainability of species and habitats 

that support cultural or economic activities people value

by integrating 

place-based evidence they can observe 

with climate science

to provoke action

5.  Connect climate change to what people value 



Activity

6. Apply a climate literacy model that is applicable to all locations and 

cultures 

A cultural, 

recreational 

or economic 

activity you 

value

What species 

or habitat 

conditions are  

needed to 

support this 

activity?

What changes are you 

observing in the activity, 

species, or the habitat 

based place-based 

evidence? How are climate 

variables critical to 

supporting the 

species and/or  

habitat conditions 

projected to change 

based on climate 

science?  Variables may 
include: temperature, 
precipitation, drought,  
intense rain/ storms, 
humidity, etc.

Species/Habitat TEK, Place-based and SEK Evidence

If a species, what 
habitat conditions does 

this being need to 
survive and thrive?



Activity Species TEK, Place-based & SEK Evidence

Requires shallow water, 
moderate water level changes,  

cool growing season  

Do culture and science agree that climate change impacts the sustainability wild rice?
What does this mean for cultural practices that rely on manoomin?

Projected frequency of 2”+ 
rain events, 

1980-2055

Increased 
Flooding

Example:  Manoomin (Wild Rice) Harvesting



Activity Species/Habitat Place-based & SEK Evidence

"38 days of frozen ground lost since 1949… we've lost five weeks, almost six weeks.

What does that mean for forest operations?“ 

-Eau Claire, WI Logger 

Fewer cold nights =  less frozen ground = 

affecting harvest, transport of logs to market, $$$

This model can be applied to non-species dependent practices

Projected change in frequency 
of nights below 0 ºF, 1980-2055



Examining place-based and 
TEK-based evidence of extreme flooding  

impacts on wild rice in the 
Kakagon Sloughs

Peter David- GLIFWC Wild Rice 
Specialist discussing historic and 
projected impacts of climate 
change on wild rice based on 
SEK

7.  Demonstrate how to integrate place-based, TEK, and SEK in 
evaluating climate change



5. Demonstrate & encourage diverse ways to take climate action

Local food production Art 
Building community 

infrastructure resiliency 
Games and demos



6.  Develop confidence and leadership capacity to take action

Integrating Ojibwe and Western Leadership Principles

Treat Everyone Like 
A Leader Activity

Real Colors Leadership Assessment



8. Provide follow-up resources and support

“Resource Café” of 
support from project 

partners

Action planning tools using 
the Medicine Wheel

Online resources and 
service learning



9. Stress climate resiliency, adaptation, and our ability to make 

a difference….. not just Doom!  





Evaluation of 2015 climate institute participants agree or strongly agree:

• An increase in personal climate literacy and teaching skills

• Being moremodel is transferable confident in teaching about climate change using the model
• The  to  their studeuse the model nt populations  despite location
• All  respondents  in some form

Source:  Patty Carpenter, 2016 UMD Master Degree Thesis:  
“G-WOW Changing Climate, Changing Culture Professional Development's Influence on Classroom Teachers”

10. It works!! 

Evaluation of 2019 Climate Strong! Institute participants

100% very likely to extremely likely to incorporate place-based evidence in their climate outreach

92% increased their confidence in teaching about climate change

100% were likely or extremely like to use this training to help others adapt climate resiliency behaviors



We invite you to use this model and our lessons learned 

to increase climate change awareness & action 

based on the unique lifeways of your culture

Joe Rose, Bad River Tribal Elder



Miigwech ! 

(Thank you)

For more information, please contact
Cathy Techtmann-Environmental Outreach State Specialist

University of Wisconsin-Extension

cathy.techtmann@wisc.edu
http://fyi.uwex.edu/nglvc/

http://fyi.uwex.edu/nglvc/

